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Neuroendoscope has the advantage of better visualization 
over an operating microscope because of the illumination, 
magnification and the panaromic view provided by the 
former. Studies are comparing endoscopic and microsurgical 
approaches for sellar-parasellar and other skull base 
procedures have shown favorable results for endoscopic 
surgery in providing early recovery, better resection and fewer 
complication rates.[1,2]

One of the major concerns with endoscopic surgery is the 
higher incidence of postoperative cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
leak, new onset neurological deficit, endocrine imbalances and 
a longer learning curve. The reasons for higher complications 
may be due to the pathology itself or the technique of 
dissection. It is well known that heat generated at the tip of 
the endoscope due to optical light can cause thermal injury 
to tissues in its proximity.

Introduction

The endoscope is an important tool in the armamentarium of 
neurosurgeons for minimally invasive surgical approaches, 
which are becoming increasingly popular for a variety of 
neurosurgical procedures. It has been widely accepted for 
third ventriculostomy, excision of intraventricular tumors, 
trans-sphenoidal removal of sellar-parasellar, as well as other 
skull base tumors and lumbar disc surgeries. Endoscope 
assisted aneurysm clipping and microvascular decompression 
for neurovascular conflicts are also established procedures. 
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Background: The effect of heat in endoscopic instruments used for laparoscopy and hysteroscopy has been well‑studied. 
Reports of thermal injury from nasal endoscopes have also been reported. However, there are no experimental studies, 
which have objectively documented and provided recommendations for safe use of endoscopes in neurosurgery.

Objectives: To study the heat generated at the tip of the endoscope and the subsequent thermal damage caused to a cotton 
drape placed in proximity, by varying the intensity of light delivered through different optical cables, ambient (operating 
room) temperatures and working distances.

Materials and Methods: The study was carried out in the operation theater using a 300 watt xenon light source connected 
to the endoscope with 3.5 mm and 4.8 mm optical cables. A digital thermometer was used to record the heat generated 
at the tip of the endoscope.

Results: The heat generated at the tip of the endoscope reached its peak in the first 6 min and attained a plateau at 15 min 
after turning on a light source of 60% intensity. Thermal injury to the cotton drape took a longer time with a 3.8 mm 
cable compared with 4.8 mm cable. The heat generated at the tip of the endoscope, and thereby the thermal injury caused 
was found to be lower when the ambient temperature was close to 20°C.

Conclusions: Complications related to thermal injuries caused by heat generated at the tip of an endoscope can be reduced 
by using a smaller diameter cable, light intensity of 60%, increasing the working distance (as permissible), reducing the time 
spent for dissection while keeping the endoscope very close to the target and lowering the ambient temperature to 20°C.
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This study was undertaken based on our observation of 
thermal injury caused by an endoscope to a sterile cotton 
drape placed over the patient during a surgical procedure. 
As human tissue is more sensitive to thermal damage than a 
cotton drape, we were interested in studying the parameters 
that could reduce the incidence of thermal damage.

Objectives
To study the heat generated at the tip of the endoscope, and 
the subsequent thermal damage caused to a cotton drape 
placed in proximity, by varying the intensity of light delivered 
through different optical cables, ambient (operating room) 
temperatures and working distances.

Materials and Methods

The study was carried on in the operation theatre at Krishna 
Institute of Medical Sciences, Secunderabad, India. A 0° Karl 
Storz endoscope with 4.8 mm and 3.5 mm diameter optical 
cables of 3 m and 2.5 m lengths respectively were used. A digital 
thermometer, measuring scale, stop watch and cotton sheets 
used for draping the patient were also a part of the experimental 
set up [Figure 1]. A plastic sheet wrapped over card board was 
kept under the cotton sheet draped on the operating table to 
minimize transfer of thermal energy by conduction.

The endoscope was fixed at edge of operating table with 
the help of endoscope stand. The ambient (operating room) 
temperature was adjusted using a thermostat. The optical cable 
was connected to the endoscope set at a designed working 
distance from the target (cotton drape). The intensity of light 
was adjusted, and temperature was recorded at the tip of the 
endoscope at 1-min interval for 15 min. The time taken for the 
thermal injury (burn) to the cotton drape was noted [Figure 2].

The procedure was repeated for different intensities of light 
(60%, 80% and 100%), ambient temperatures (20°C, 24°C 
and 28°C) at working distances of 0, 1 and 2 cm using 3.5 and 

4.8 mm cables. All recordings were noted down under the 
supervision of investigating neurosurgeon. The optical source 
was switched off for 15 min before repeating the study using 
a new set of parameters.

Results

Effect of light intensity on heat generated at the 
tip of endoscope
It was observed with optical cables of 3.5 and 4.8 mm 
diameters that thermal energy generated at the tip of the 
endoscope increased as light intensity was raised keeping 
the working distance and ambient temperature constant 
[Figure 3a and b]. For instance, the temperature of 39.2°C, 
42.7°C and 53.9°C was recorded for light intensities of 60%, 
80% and 100% respectively using a 4.8 mm optical cable 
connected to an endoscope in an ambient temperature of 
28°C, kept on the cotton drape (working distance = 0 cm) 
for 15 min. Maximum heat was generated within 6 min after 
turning on the optical source with the use of either of the 
two optical cables.

Effect of diameter of the optical cable on heat 
generated at the tip of endoscope
A temperature of 42.1°C, 46.1°C, 47.3°C with the 3.5 mm cable 
and 45.2°C, 52.8°C, 53.9°C with the 4.8 mm cable was recorded 
at 1, 6 and 15 min using light intensity of 100%, ambient 
temperature of 28°C with the tip of the endoscope kept on 
the target (cotton drape). Similar observation was made with 
light intensities of 80% and 60% [Figure 4a-c]. Hence, it was 
concluded that smaller the diameter of the optical cable, lesser 
is the thermal energy generated at the tip of the endoscope 
for a given intensity of light, working distance and ambient 
temperature.

Effect of ambient temperature on heat generated 
at the tip of endoscope
We observed that for a given intensity of light delivered by a 
cable of a particular diameter to the endoscope kept at a fixed 

Figure 1: Experimental set up with Storz optic source, endoscope, 
cotton drape, digital thermometer and ruler Figure 2: Thermal burn marks on the cotton drape (arrows)
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Figure 3: (a) Effect of light intensity on heat generated at the tip of an endoscope using a 4.8 mm optical cable. (b) Effect of light intensity on 
heat generated at the tip of an endoscope using a 3.5 mm optical cable

ba

Figure 4: (a) Effect of optical cable diameter on heat generated at the tip of the endoscope with 100% light intensity. (b) Effect of optical cable 
diameter on heat generated at the tip of the endoscope with 80% light intensity. (c) Effect of optical cable diameter on heat generated at the tip 
of the endoscope with 60% light intensity

c
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Figure 5: Effect of ambient temperature on heat generated at the end of endoscope

distance from the target, lowering the ambient (operating 
room) temperature can reduce the heat generated at the tip of 
the endoscope and thereby decreased the chances of thermal 
injury [Figure 5]. For instance, the temperature recorded 
at the tip of the endoscope connected with light of 100% 
intensity using a 3.5 mm cable for 15 min was 47.3°C at an 
ambient temperature of 28°C which reduced to 33.2°C upon 
lowering the ambient temperature to 20°C, keeping the other 
parameters constant. Therefore, we recommend an ambient 
temperature of 20°C for reducing complications related to 
thermal injuries, while using an endoscope.

Thermal injury
When the endoscope was kept in contact with the cotton 
drape, thermal injury (burn) occurred at 1, 7 and 10 min 
with 100%, 80% and 60% intensities of light delivered to the 
endoscope through a 4.8 mm cable. Similar observations were 
noted with the 3.5 mm cable, except that no thermal injury 
occurred at 15 min when the intensity of light was 60%.

Apart from a low-intensity light, lower ambient temperature 
was also associated with prolonged duration of time taken 
to produce thermal injury. This was confirmed when thermal 
burn was noted at 60, 80, and 100 s on the cotton drape kept in 
contact with the tip of the endoscope at ambient temperatures 
of 28°C, 24°C and 20°C respectively with a light intensity of 
100% delivered through a 4.8 mm cable.

Discussion

Some of the complications arising after endoscopic 
trans-sphenoidal surgeries have been attributed to thermal 
injury caused to the tissues during surgery. Delayed necrosis 
of sellar soft tissue and disintegrity of the arachnoid 
membrane due to the rapid rise of temperature during 
endoscopic surgery have been proposed as the causes for 
delayed postoperative CSF leak.[3] Delayed facial paresis and 
hearing loss following endoscope assisted microvascular 

decompression of the trigeminal nerve may also be attributed 
to the heat generated at the tip of the endoscope during the 
procedure.[4,5]

Maric et al.[6] showed a 17% incidence of newly developed 
endocrine complications after pure endoscopic excision of 
pituitary adenoma in 117 patients. Fatemi et al.[2] found 5% 
incidence of panhypopituitarism after excision of pituitary 
macroadenomas with a 13.6% incidence in tumors more 
than 3cm in size. One of the possible explanations for the 
proportionate increase in the incidence of hypopituitarism 
with the size of the tumor is the increased duration of time 
taken for resection of larger tumors, which exposes the 
surrounding tissues to the heat generated by the endoscope 
for a longer duration. During our study, we found that 
temperatures more than 42°C cause thermal burns on a cotton 
sheet within a minute.

The effect of focal cortical temperature on cerebral blood flow 
was studied in rats by Ohmoto et al.[7]. He concluded that 43°C 
is the upper safe limit of temperature for the cortex because 
cerebral blood flow increases with temperature up to 43°C 
and thereafter reduces with a further rise in temperature. At 
temperatures >45°C, the cerebral blood flow was only 10% 
of normal baseline blood flow. Matsumi et al.[8] demonstrated 
coagulative necrosis in areas of monkey brain exposed to a 
focal temperature of more than 44°C. He found that these 
changes started 6 h after exposure to heat and were complete 
by 16 h after exposure.

In our study, we have recorded maximum temperatures of 
47.3°C and 53.9°C with 3.5 mm and 4.8 mm cable and 100% 
light intensity. A rapid rise in temperature was noted in the 
first 6 min; thereafter only 1-2°C increase was noted for next 
8 min. Similar observations were made by Matsumi et al.[8] 
which leads to the conclusion that maximum thermal injury to 
tissues occurs in the first 6 min of endoscopic surgery. Hence, 
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withdrawing the endoscope after every 10 min of dissection 
or turning off the light source intermittently at the same 
interval may reduce the incidence of thermal injury-related 
complications.

Since the working distance between the tip of the endoscope 
and target during a procedure is more or less constant (usually 
1-2 cm), we recommend an alteration in the other parameters 
to reduce the incidence of thermal injury-related complications. 
Based on the observations made in our study, we recommend 
a 3.5 mm optical cable, light intensity of 60% and an ambient 
temperature of 20°C during an endoscopic procedure. We also 
recommend withdrawal of the endoscope when not required 
inside and irrigation with saline. More dedicated studies are 
required to determine the actual incidence of thermal injury 
to human brain tissue during endoscopy and efforts must be 
undertaken to formulate the alleviating factors.

Conclusions

Endoscopic excision of large skull base tumors or endoscopic 
assisted neurosurgery usually takes prolonged operative time. 
Rapid rise of temperature at operative site can cause thermal 
injury to normal brain tissue. This may be the cause of newer 
postoperative endocrine/neurological deficits or worsening 
of the already existing deficits. It is important to use the 
correct diameter optical cable, appropriate light intensity and 
work at a lower room temperature for reducing the thermal 
injury-related complications.
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